We are developing a self-contained and autonomous mobile robot to navigate itself in our university campus. In this paper, we discuss on the important issues to realize the robot which has an intelligence and robustness for outdoor navigation. Then, we report our mobile robot \YAMABICO NAVI", which is integrated many functions such as locomotion, position estimation and sensors to detect landmarks and obstacles as an example of such a robot. Furthermore, we also describe an execution monitoring tool for observing the internal state of the robot while outdoor experiments.
Introduction
Our research interest is to realize a long distance outdoor navigation of a mobile robot.
The target environment is the paved or tiled pedestrian walkway in our university campus. The pedestrian walkway can be assumed to be a two dimensional plane. It is along with walls, hedges or trees, which can be utilized as landmarks for estimating the robot position.
The robot should be a self-contained autonomous mobile robot.
The size is better to be smaller than child for the safety in experi- Our approach to realize this task is the position based navigation using Perceived Route Map (PRM). In this approach, a human operator controls the robot to the goal at rst (Route teaching stage). The robot remembers its own trajectory as a path and the location of landmarks to correct its position on the way to the goal.
The autonomous navigation is performed by playback of the generated PRM (Playback n a vigation stage). The idea of this method is illustrated in Figure 3 . In this method, The operator teaches only the course from the start to the goal with manual controller. The robot generates the route map which is perceived by own sensors.
The robot continuously navigates itself to the goal by feedback control of the estimated position by dead reckoning, to follow the path in the PRM and occasionally correcting its position by fusion of the positional information obtained from landmark recognition.
In this paper, we report how to develop the robot for realizing a such given task. We also describe the execution monitoring tool for observing the internal state of the robot for software development.
2 Important issues on realizing a robust mobile robot
The important issues to develop the robust mobile robot which performs the task given above are discussed in this section. To realize a such n a vigation task, the various functions must be developed, improved and integrated on the robot. The outdoor environment along the long distance path includes a various conditions. At the beginning of the development, essential issues for achieving this task was ambiguous. For instance, we did not know h o w much landmarks are necessary and what kind of landmark is useful in the target environment. These elements has gradually been obvious with the progress of the research. So, the robot must be developed and improved incrementally. is proposed to overcome such a problem [1] . But, it is not available for the long distance navigation in real environment because the robot body has to be near enough to the host to communicate each other in the remote brain approach. For the navigation task, all computational power should be self-contained to move in large area. And, the programing and debugging environment should be separated from robot for the limited power and weight conditions.
The minimum set of the monitor to observe the internal state of the robot should be carried by the human operator.
Consequently, important issues on realizing the robust mobile robot is the distributed developing and incremental integration.
The execution monitoring tool for debugging is also very important.
In next section, we i n troduce our mobile robot, which is developed by this approach. 
Distributed Function modules
Each function module is independently developed. When the rened function module is realized, it is integrated to the robot. So, the current robot is the set of the most rened modules in the state of the art. We explained the function modules integrated on the YAMABICO NAVI. They are Locomotion controller [3] , Position estimator [4] [5], Landmark detection sensors [6] , Obstacle detection sensor [7] and Voice synthesizer [8] . The message requested from the MASTER is spoken. Decimal and hex number is synthesized [9] . The sentence represented by RO-MAN letters is also synthesized. The recoded voice by ADPCM [10] is played back. This module is used for telling own internal state by robot itself. It is spoken what the robot wants to do now, why the robot is now stopping and so on. However, it has not enough bandwidth and is dicult to understand the geometrical location between path and landmark estimated in the robot from operator. So, we developed the graphical execution monitor as monitoring and debugging tool. We show our execution monitor in outdoor experimental environment and manual controller for route teaching in this section. Figure 6 shows the cart to carry the robot and necessary equipments for outdoor experiments.
Coordination control by MASTER

The cart for outdoor experiments
The down stage is a place for the robot. The second stage has the execution monitor, radio controller which can manually control the velocity and heading direction of the robot and TV monitor to watch the result of image processing sent from the robot by UHF. to develop a mobile robot with highly navigation ability.
We will continue the development of the robot to realize a robust long distance outdoor navigation. Through improving our robot based on many experimental results, we will invent more rened integration technique of many functions. 
